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NEW MUSEUM ANNOUNCES THE FULL EXHIBITION
LINE-UP OF ITS FALL 2018 SEASON, JOINING
THE MUSEUM’S MAJOR SARAH LUCAS SURVEY
New York, NY…For its fall 2018 season, the New Museum will present the first US museum
solo exhibitions of Marguerite Humeau and Marianna Simnett, along with residencies and
exhibitions of Aslı Çavuşoğlu and Chris E. Vargas, and a new window installation on the
Bowery by Dan Herschlein. These exhibitions join “Sarah Lucas: Au Naturel,” the Museum’s
lead exhibition of the season.

SOUTH GALLERIES EXHIBITIONS
Marguerite Humeau
September 4, 2018–January 6, 2019
The New Museum will present the
first US solo museum exhibition by
Marguerite Humeau (b. 1986, Cholet,
France), debuting a new installation of
sculpture and sound. Humeau’s work
often centers on the origins of humankind
and associated histories of language,
love, spirituality, and war. Each of the
artist’s projects is prefaced by a period
of intense investigation during which
she engages diverse authorities on her Marguerite Humeau, 35000 A.C (Sphinx Death Mask), 2018. Bronze,
chosen subject, including historians, 18 1/8 x 8 1/4 x 18 1/8 in (46 x 21 x 46 cm). Courtesy the artist and
New York/Brussels. Image Credit: Marguerite Humeau anthropologists,
paleontologists, CLEARING
Battaglia Foundry Sculpture Prize #02. Photo: © Virginia Taroni. Courtesy
zoologists, explorers, linguists, and Archivio Fonderia Artistica Battaglia, Milan
engineers. Through her interdisciplinary,
speculative inquiry, she enriches her own thinking as an artist and researcher, and refashions
historical quests to reflect the information age in which we live.
Humeau’s New Museum exhibition follows her recent solo presentations at Tate Britain
and Palais de Tokyo, and will feature a new body of digitally rendered sculptures realized in
cast bronze and carved stone. The forms and scale of these works reflect the artist’s research
into correspondences between the shapes of prehistoric Venus figurines and the contours of
animal brains. In a darkened gallery space, a group of ten Venus-like figures will prophesize the

extinction of their offspring—humankind—in an ominous scene of polyphonic trance. These
sculptures will appear formally ambiguous, resembling brains, figures, or spirits of different
ages and statuses, and will evoke mediums or visionaries engaged in a conversation that is
part convocation and part choral lament. With allusions to animism, totemism, and spiritual
travel, Humeau’s installation offers a forum for these imagined voices and premonitions and
underscores the brevity of human existence relative to cosmic and geologic time.
Following its debut at the New Museum, Humeau’s exhibition will travel to Kunstverein
Hamburg in February 2019, and Museion, Bolzano in September 2019.
The exhibition is curated by Natalie Bell, Associate Curator.
“Marianna Simnett: Blood In My Milk”
September 4, 2018–January 6, 2019
“Blood In My Milk” is the title of a new
film, sound, and light installation by
Marianna Simnett (b. 1986, Kingstonupon-Thames,
United
Kingdom)
and the artist’s first institutional solo
exhibition in the US. Bringing together
new multi-screen edits of four of
Simnett’s most important works to
date—The Udder (2014), Blood (2015),
Blue Roses (2015), and Worst Gift
(2017)—this exhibition is a survey of
her filmic universe and an exploration
Marianna Simnett, Worst Gift, 2017 (still). Single-channel HD video of her ongoing preoccupation with
and light installation, 5.1 sound, color, LEDs; 18 min. Courtesy the
anxieties around the body and the
artist and Matt’s Gallery
self. Experienced as one continuous
narrative across five screens, this presentation chronicles Simnett’s close look at female organs,
body parts, and infection through the lens of medical treatment and procedures.
In her film, light, and sound work, Simnett uses storytelling and fables of children and
animals to guide a cast of characters through events that expose the subtle layers of violence
and control that surround us. In “Blood In My Milk,” narratives bleed together: medical experts
and scientists perform routine injections and operations that play out alongside paranoid tales
of sickness and transformation, often with Simnett herself as the protagonist. Accompanied by a
new soundtrack and choreography of lights that invade the space in moments when the storyline
recedes, “Blood In My Milk” channels a discomfort with sterile environments and the invisible
alien substances in our bodies, which medical and industrial procedures aim to conceal.
“Marianna Simnett: Blood In My Milk” is curated by Helga Christoffersen, Associate
Curator.

LOBBY GALLERY EXHIBITION
Aslı Çavuşoğlu
September 18, 2018–January 13,
2019
The New Museum will present the
first US solo museum show of Aslı
Çavuşoğlu (b. 1982, Istanbul, Turkey),
featuring a new body of work realized
for the exhibition. In her research-driven
practice, Çavuşoğlu takes up questions
of history and belief by examining
objects, images, and cultural symbols
that have endured over time. National
identity and the mechanisms through
which political projects are constructed Aslı Çavuşoğlu, Gordian Knot, 2013. Ceramic, 19 3/4 x 11 1/2 x
are recurring concerns. Many of her 11 in (50.1 x 29.2 cm x 28 cm). Courtesy the artist
works address narratives of the past
and suppositions of the present through oral histories, archives, artifacts, and raw materials,
such as those used for color pigments.
For her forthcoming New Museum exhibition and residency, part of a partnership with the
Istanbul-based SAHA Association, Çavuşoğlu expands her ongoing research into the histories
of specific colors, exploring the origins and trade history of lapis lazuli, a blue stone exported
primarily from Afghan mines since the seventh century b.c. In her new body of work, Çavuşoğlu
will create a wall of fresco panels, an artistic form that has traditionally incorporated lapis pigment;
to this day, frescoes yield information about lapis lazuli’s trade and distribution, as well as its
cultural symbolism. In her installation, Çavuşoğlu will trace the history of the color blue across
centuries and diverse geographies—from Central Asia to Africa to Europe—
following its transitions and shifting associations, from the sacred to the political to the emotional.
Çavuşoğlu’s exhibition will be accompanied by a catalogue featuring contributions by New
Museum Associate Curator Natalie Bell, artist Mariana Castillo Deball, and independent curator
and writer Amy Zion.
The exhibition is curated by Natalie Bell, Associate Curator.
FIFTH FLOOR GALLERY EXHIBITION
MOTHA and Chris E. Vargas
September 26, 2018–February 3, 2019
Chris E. Vargas will be the artistin-residence for the Department of
Education and Public Engagement’s
fall 2018 R&D Season. With wry humor
and incisive critique, Vargas parodies
mainstream social and institutional
codes to reimagine queer and trans
experience and
representation.
Vargas is the founder of the Museum of
Transgender Hirstory & Art (MOTHA),
Chris E. Vargas, Transgender Hiroes, 2013. MOTHA promotional
a semi-fictional institution that serves broadside, offset print on newsprint, 28 x 33 in (71 x 83.8 cm).
as a malleable platform for exhibiting Courtesy the artist

transgender art and hirstory. Taking up the contested legacy of the word “history,” Vargas notes
that “for millennia, the patriarchy has had versions of history; for a few years in the 1970s, some
white feminists had herstory; but it hasn’t been until now that transgender people have finally
had a gender-neutral hirstory all their own.”
At the New Museum, Vargas will continue work on his project Transgender Hirstory in 99
Objects (2015–ongoing), a visual and material exploration of significant artifacts in the history
of transgender communities. A creative and critical exploration of LGBTQI archives, Vargas’s
ongoing project takes the form of exhibitions (of which this will be the fifth), publications, and
touring performances in which the artist appears as the Executive Director of MOTHA.
This iteration of the project will explore Stonewall as a geographically, demographically,
and historically contested site. Throughout MOTHA’s four-month exhibition, Vargas will question
what we know about the 1969 Stonewall riots in New York, often cited as a formative event
for gay liberation as well as the modern LGBTQI civil rights movement in the United States.
For years, many of the activists who led the fight against violence and police brutality against
queer and trans people—including Sylvia Rivera, Marsha P. Johnson, Miss Major, and many
others—were not properly recognized in popular accounts of Stonewall. Today, these figures
are increasingly acknowledged in mainstream LGBTQI histories, yet narratives of their work
often elide their more radical demands and critiques of racism, economic marginalization, and
transphobia. Rather than construct a neat historical trajectory, Vargas’s project contends that
attempting to narrate a stable history does the past a disservice. Acknowledging that the act
of historicizing is inherently biased and often self-serving, MOTHA works with and against this
bind, finding new ways to uncover, recast, and recuperate elements of the past.
The exhibition is curated by Johanna Burton, Keith Haring Director and Curator of
Education and Public Engagement, and Sara O’Keeffe, Associate Curator, with Kate Wiener,
Curatorial Assistant.
STOREFRONT WINDOW
Dan Herschlein
September 4, 2018–January 6, 2019

Dan Herschlein, The Enthusiast, 2015. Wood, pigmented
joint compound, paint, wax, video camera, video, cabinet,
sweater, bottles, whiskey, chair, belt, drill gun, pulleys, and
rope, dimensions variable. Courtesy the artist and JTT,
New York

In his performances, figurative sculptures,
and drawings, Dan Herschlein (b. 1989,
Bayville, NY) stages psychological tableaux
that evoke feelings of isolation, anxiety, and
a fracturing of the self. His often life-size
sculptural and relief works are meticulously
crafted using cast plaster as well as common
carpentry and furniture-making materials
such as wood, joint compound, and wax. The
fragmented spaces he creates suggest the
uncanny atmosphere of nightmares, merging
markers of domesticity—sofas, tables,
recliners, and windows—with human figures
or wandering body parts to underscore how
furniture, architecture, and bodies can all
serve as vessels of memory and witnesses
of loss.
Herschlein will present a new installation
in the window of the New Museum’s 231
Bowery building. His project joins a new

series of window installations that relaunches a program the New Museum originally mounted in
the 1980s.
This project is curated by Natalie Bell, Associate Curator.

ABOUT NEW MUSEUM
The New Museum is the only museum in New York City exclusively devoted to contemporary art.
Founded in 1977, the New Museum is a center for exhibitions, information, and documentation
about living artists from around the world. From its beginnings as a one-room office on Hudson
Street to the inauguration of its first freestanding building on the Bowery designed by SANAA in
2007, the New Museum continues to be a place of experimentation and a hub of new art and
new ideas.
SUPPORT
Marguerite Humeau
Lead support for this exhibition is provided by the International Leadership Council of the
New Museum.
Artist commissions at the New Museum are generously supported by the Neeson / Edlis Artist
Commissions Fund.
This exhibition is made possible with support provided by the Toby Devan Lewis Emerging
Artists Exhibitions Fund.
Additional support is provided by the Cultural Services of the French Embassy.
We are grateful to the Artemis Council of the New Museum.
Thanks to CLEARING, New York/Brussels.
“Marianna Simnett: Blood In My Milk”
Lead support for this exhibition is provided by the International Leadership Council of the
New Museum.
Artist commissions at the New Museum are generously supported by the Neeson / Edlis Artist
Commissions Fund.
This exhibition is made possible with support provided by the Toby Devan Lewis Emerging
Artists Exhibitions Fund.
We are grateful to the Artemis Council of the New Museum.
Aslı Çavuşoğlu
Lead support for Aslı Çavuşoğlu’s residency and exhibition is provided by SAHA.
Artist commissions at the New Museum are generously supported by the Neeson / Edlis Artist
Commissions Fund.

This exhibition is made possible with support provided by the Toby Devan Lewis Emerging
Artists Exhibitions Fund.
Special thanks to the Producers Council of the New Museum.
We are grateful to the Artemis Council of the New Museum.
MOTHA and Chris E. Vargas
Artist commissions at the New Museum are generously supported by the Neeson / Edlis Artist
Commissions Fund.
Artist residencies are made possible, in part, by:
Laurie Wolfert
The Council for Artists Research and Residencies of the New Museum
Additional support is provided by the Toby Devan Lewis Emerging Artists Exhibitions Fund.
Further exhibition support is provided, in part, by public funds from the New York State
Council on the Arts with the support of Governor Andrew M. Cuomo and the New York State
Legislature, and from the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs in partnership with the
City Council.
Endowment support is provided by the Rockefeller Brothers Fund; the Skadden, Arps
Education Programs Fund; and the William Randolph Hearst Endowed Fund for Education
Programs at the New Museum.
Dan Herschlein
This project is made possible with support provided by the Toby Devan Lewis Emerging
Artists Exhibitions Fund.
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